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Abstract- now e day as lots of research was done in eomputer vision and image processing from last lew decades. It is possible to
develop a system lor automsled attendsnce usinglace recognition technique. In this paper we implement the PCA and LDi algorithm
forface rccognition technique and compare result. llefound that in PCA as the number of samples per persons in training daliet does
on incresse the accaraqr also increase{or rccognition, To store lhe huge sample dataset is the msin drawback of this algoiithm and also
we found that in real time there are such requirement the will have to rccognize a person lrom only one sample ditaser as ffaining
datasel. In LDA we extracl the components in truining phase and compsre them with the *tracted componeits of dataset of testinlg
image in testing phasa As we succeed to decrease the number of samples to only two samples for training qnd th-e results yiund ei
encouraging. The experiments are performed using dilferent variations in lighting, illumination, focial expression, partiai occlusion
and imprecise localization olface area-

Keyrvords: Principle Components Analysis(PCA), Linear Discriminates Analysis (LDA), eigen face, eigen vector. Scatter Matrix.
huge data in a short period.

II. ABRIEFREVIEW OFPCAALGORITHM

The PCA treat an image that has NXM pixels as an
vector with a length of NM, which also can be treat as a point

in anM X M dimensional space. PCA usually have
three functionalities in processing original data LReduce
dimension, 2. Remove relevance and 3. Probability
estimation

2.1 Feature extraction method
PCA method has been widely used in applications such as
face recognition and image compression. PCA is a common
technique for finding pattems in data, and expressing the data
as eigenvector to highlight the similarities and differences
between different data [2]. The following steps summarize the
PCA processfi l].

[] Get image data in form of matrix as Al, A2....Am.
[2] Calculate the mean O as S Ai /M. i=l
[3] Subtract mean from original data (image data) Al- O.
[4] Calculate covariance matrix C= AT A.
[5] Calculate eigen values of the covariance matrix.
[6] Choose components with highest information and form a
feature vector.

[7] Derive new data set and project the eigen face image.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is a technology that identifying people

based on effective ID information extracted by computers
from facial pictures.
With the development of technology, performance of
computers is becoming more & more powerful. Also the
development of digitalized information requires secure
authentication more than ever.
Compare with biometric authentication methods like figure
prints, iris' recognition, palm print recognition, face
recognition system is more friendly, convenient & easier for
users to accept. This makes face recognition technology a
research hotspot.

Automated real time attendance using face recognition
marking system can help schools and higher education in
manyways. There is no doubt that an attendance management
system will help save time and money by eliminating a great
deal of manual processes involved in attendance and leave
entry and calculating hours attended. With automatic class
attendance system, teachers can more accurately and quickly
track student's time on the classroom.
Face recognition is a hard problem because there exist many
image variations in real-life such as lighting, illumination,
facial expression, partial occlusion and imprecise localization
offace area. The typical approach in handling these variations
is to use large and representative training sample sets. Also
there are some difficulties from environment like distance,
size, illumination etc. Limitations on computer to process
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Recog_wt= p. * A2 | A2 is created from testing
data projection testing image to 

"ig"n_rpur".
euDis(ij) = sqrt ((recog_wt(Ij) _ train_wt(Ij) "2)

[6] eigvals =diag(D)
1" = eigvals(l: Mp)
P= Pl *V(: l:Mp)

Train_wt = pl * A I Store training weights for classifier
use.

The testing phase of Linear Discriminant Analysis is as shown
in below figure l.

find the Euclidian distance from each testing face to eachhoy faces. These projections (feahre ,".io..) are then
used as classification features in face recognition. [g] Ingeneral features extracted from pCA are subjeJted to distance
classifiers. The distance between the features ofprobe image
and features of trained images is calculated. tf the distance is
less than the threshold (@) then the probe image is recognized.

where: q is Euclidean distance,
ro is image vector,
and i is number of trained image.

III. A BRIEF'REVIE\MONLI}AALGORITHM

LDA-based methods have been proved to be an
effective appearance-based approach for Oevetoping practical
face recognition systems. The objective of I,Dd algorithm is
to find an optimal projection Z*, from original samf,le feature
space to a hansformed lower dimensional feature space, such
that the ratio of the between-class scatter 56 and the
within-class scatter S* is maximum, i.e.

W' : Rd -+ R',d 2 N t fl/, - a,*inax dc(}/ :Srryl (l)- B det(l/,^l*ff)

Thisproblem is equivalent to solve the following eigenvalue
problem:

s;l.!r,r,tr/ : {*A"

Orciiol Mrtig

Figure l. Steps involved in LDA

3,2 Appttctnor,toFLDA
l. LDA techniques used in statistics, pattem recognition

and machine learning to find a liniar combinaiion of
features characterized or separated two or more
classes ofobjects or events.

2. Dimensionality reduction.
3. Linear classifier.

This paper combines the concept ofcomponent_based
approach and LDA method, and develops a component based
LDA method for face recognition wittr one training sample.
The^rest of this paper is organized as follows. We witt give a
brief-review on LDA algorithm in Section 3. The database
details are represented in section 4. Ourproposed method and
experimental results are presented in section 5 .conclusion of
this paper is given in Section 6.

IV. DATABASEUSED

4.1 Training Datasets I
^For 

the experiment we used AT & T standard database of
faces which is also known as .,The ORL Database of faces.,,
There are ten different images ofeach of40vdistinct subjects.
For some subjects, the images were taken at different times,
vary.ing the lighting, facia-l expression (open or closed eyes,
smiling or not smiling) & faciai details such as with gtasses or
without glasses.

All_ the image were taken against a dark homogeneous

|1:lgr':ld with the_subjects in an upright, froniut po-rition.
All the tiles are in pGM format, which are converted into
JPEG for experiment with 256 grey levels per pixel. The size
of each image is 92 x ll2pixeli. 

-

(2)
Where A is a m * m diagonaleigenvalue matrix.

However, LDA-based algorithms suffer from a small
sample size problem in which the with_in class scatter
matrix is singular. When there is only one training sample
available, the within-class scatter matrix S* cannot be
calculated. In tum LDA method can't be uppti"O directly.
This is called one training sample problemior LDA.

3.1 Mathematics of LDA

lll A=x- [ M" M. ....... M,) | The same as pCA.

I2l Su : Su + ClsMeani * ClsMeanl I Contputer Nz* Nz
between class scatter matrix.

[3] S* = Sw + (X0) - ClsMeaq ) * (X(i) - ClsMean). ICompute N2* N2 within class scatter mitrii.

t^all" = Pl' * Su * Pl ltlsirg the eigenspace calctilated in
PCA

S*=Pl' * S; *pl 
lproject 56 S,to Eigenspace.

[5] !V,Dl _=- 
eig(S66, Sww) lGeneralized Eigenvalue

Su *V=S**V*p. 
decompositi-on solved
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4.3 Test Database

{r.ryy" take one image for each subject contains 40 subjects
of AT & T as well as 20 of other database. Some of them are a
shown below.

V. EXPERIMENTSANDRESULTS

5.1 experiment I: For pCA algorithm

) In this experiment, we select 2 irnages of 4 persons,
total 28 & one image is for testing in tcst folder. The
resolution of the normalized image is 92 xll2.
Calculate the principle componont of each person.

) As we are going to increase number of samples per
person from selected 2 to l0 images, we found that
as the number of samples is increased the
recognition rate also increased from 50 o/oto 9g % as
shown in table l.

4.2 TnemLxe DATASETS II
We use the frontal camera to capture the tbces for the
experiment with 720x12g0 resolution of Hp Truevision HD.
The captured images are in colored format which are further
converted into grayscale of size 92xll2 pixels with JpEG file
format to be used for experiment.

We use 20 different subjects vary in the range of age i.e.
first age group is between 5 to l0 second age group between
l5 to 25 and third age group is between 30 to 40 with varying
in expression, poso. Also the images are captured from I
meter distance in different lighting condition. per subject
minimum l0 images are stored into the database as a result the
database contains 214 images of faces as shown in below
figure3.

SR.No. PERSoN Nulrgr
ROF
SAMPLES

YoOI.
ACCURACY

I I 2 50 o/o

2 2 2 49 yo

3 3 2 52 "h
4 4 2 54Yo
5 I 3 600
6 2 3 5s%o
7 3 3 540h
8 4 3 520h
9 I 4 63o/o
l0 2 4 64yo
1l 3 4 650/0
t2 4 4 56%
l3 I 5 7VYo
t4 2 5 69%
15 3 r 66Yo
l6 4 5 68Y"
t7 I 6 75Y"
18 , 6 74Yo
t9 3 6 73Yo
20 4 6 76Yo
2t 1 7 80%
22 't 7 96Yo
23 3 7 97Vo
24 4 7 90Vo

Table l: Result for PCA Using FERET Database

Figure 4. Samples from test aitatase.

FIGURE 2. Tn.uqruc DATABASE oF AT & T

Figure 3. Database offaces using frontal camera ofHp laptop.
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Figure 5. Screen shots for PCA algorithm.

5.2 ExparuarNr 2
In this experiment we take the real time database for faces
with different variations such as lighting, expressions &
partial occlusion. For this experiment using PCA algorithm
we get the following result as shown in table 2. As we
calculated the false acceptance ratio and false rejection ratio
as 80.8% and25.50%o respectively.

Sn.xo. PERSoN Nuurnn
OF

SAMPLES

V"Ol
ACCURAC

Y
I I 8 93,73%
2 2 7 75.89%
J J t2 98.00 %

4 4 4 45.44%
5 I l0 92.89%

6 2 8 78.89%
7 3 t0 92.9%
8 4 5 52.00%
9 I 6 62.00%
l0 2 4 46.st%
ll J 9 88.89%
t2 4 l2 98.99%

Tesrn 2: RESULT noR PCA Uswc nrAL TIME Deregesr

5.3 EXPERIMENT 3
In this experiment we implement LDA algorithm for feature
exhaction for the solution of large samples per person
problem. We take 2 samples as training set from FEREST
dataset. We observed that as there is only 2 samples but the
accruacy rate is 100% for LDA. Same experiment was
developed for real time dataset which contains variations in
lighting, pose, expression etc. got the 98.63% result.

{s *ir i

Figure 6.Some mean Faces & Figure faces obtained from
LDA algorithm

Figure 7. Result showing the match found successfully.

YI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we successfully shown the experimental result
obtained from PCA & LDA implementation. As we can
conclude that to reduce the no. of sample problem the LDA
gives the better result than PCA. Experimental results show
that our component-based LDA method is more robust than
that of PCA algorithm. FERET face database is used for
evaluation and the results are encouraging.
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